I. **Delian League** (478 BC)

1. Alliance → *between:*
2. A “Democratic Alliance Between Equals”
3. Did *NOT* include →
4. **Purpose:**
   a. Defend against → *3rd:*
   b. Military campaign → *free Greek polis:*
   c. Members → Taxes to Athens to maintain fleet =

II. **Democracy & The Age of Pericles**

1. **Pericles** (461 BC - 429 BC)
   a. **3 Goals:**
      1) *Strengthen* → Athenian Democracy
      2) *Strengthen* → Empire
      3) *Glorify* → Athens
   
2. **Political Changes**
   a. Anyone → *(despite: birth/wealth)*
   b. **Assembly** → central power of c-s.
      1) *ALL* free born male citizens of Athens.
      2) Sole approval/veto power.
      3) *Intro* → Direct Democracy
      4) Hire/fire public officials → *except:*
      5) Supreme Law Court
      6) *NO* standing Army → *citizens:*
   c. Changed rules of citizenship: *BOTH* parents →

3. “**Golden Age of Greece**” → *flowering of:*
   a. **Rebuild Athens** ($\rightarrow$)
      1) Acropolis, Agora, & the *Parthenon.*
   b. **Age of Philosophers**
      1) Socrates (469 BC - 399 BC)
      2) Plato (427 BC - 347 BC)
      3) Aristotle (384 BC - 322 BC)